
Dear Harvest Partner,
As I was putting together this letter, researching the scrolls in Brother Frisby’s library there came before the world a major

event that the Scriptures have pointed to, prophecy fulfilling right before our eyes! The two most important countries in the
world have now come together in a major trade agreement – Russia and China. China spoke of many other countries with
them including Iran. These are the most important countries to bring about Armageddon. (Read Ezekiel 38) Also Daniel described
things to come. There will be a great peace agreement before Armageddon. Brother Frisby wrote, Events to Come – “Watch
Russia, China, Western Europe and the Middle East! And a super state church will rise and ungodly pressure will be brought
over the world with extreme persecution! This system will control the wealth! (Dan. 8:25 – Rev. 17:1-5) Out of economic chaos
for a while this united system will bring prosperity, then this graduates into the worst diabolical state and scheme ever seen turning
into the mark of the beast!” – And now from Neal Frisby’s library a revealing letter.

THE PROPHECY FORMING IN OUR AGE – Rev. 13:1-4. We will now enter some dark passages, but the Holy Spirit
gives us light. “John is standing on the sands of time foreseeing the future. He saw the beast of world government rising up out of
the sea (people) having seven heads and ten horns (positions). And upon his horns ten crowns and upon his heads the name of
blasphemy! – This is the system that John saw taking the very place of God upon the earth! – He further describes the beast as
being like unto a leopard and his feet as a bear with a mouth as a lion. And satan gave him his seat, power and authority!” – “Now
these animals symbolize and take in the Mid-East, East and West Europe and Russia, and includes the continent of Africa!” – We
see the same picture in Dan. 7:1-8. Verse 8, “gives a little added information concerning Rev. 13:1. – After the ten horns, he sees
an eleventh horn, evidently another nation; it is the anti-Christ horn that speaks great things against the Most High. As we
see in Rev. 13:5-6.” – “Now the new element is Communism at the end of the age!” (Dan. 2:41) Of course the iron represents the
Roman Empire! – The beast, without one doubt, is the ancient Roman Empire reappearing upon the prophetic scene! Rome in its
imperial splendor emerges out of the wild and tumultuous upheaval forces of a revolutionary crisis! – We see part of the fulfillment
already in the Common Market of Europe. This 11th horn of power will control it and the Middle East along with Africa and
Russia will abide finally in a treaty!” – “So what we see in the ‘7 heads’ is the old world empires being restored into a new
revolutionary empire! – The Arabians will be involved also! – Now below we will read about another element that joins in.”

THE SECOND PROPHETIC BEAST – “This one is in the image and worships the first one that we spoke of.” (Rev. 13:11-
17) “Now what we see here is the new world, the new great cities; it is the Americas! The United States fits into this pattern
perfectly!” “Verse 11 reveals religious freedom at first, but then turns into a dragon system, and speaks what the first beast dictates
to it! – The two horns and the Lamb denote religious and civil power joined together, it is apostate Christianity at its worst! – It
says they will unite together and command everyone to worship the image of a man that will rule world trade and commerce with
code mark and numbers!” (verses 17-18) – “There will definitely rise a super leader in the U.S.A. that is very clever,
charming and magnetic to the point of being gifted-like! – One who seems to have the answers that people are looking for.
Evidently the religious element is behind this personality! – Finally none before will deceive as this one! More will be said
about this in the future! (Also for more information concerning Rev. chaps 17 and 18 read Scroll #121.) “This generation will
witness the most dramatic events in the closing of the age. We will see the rapid development of a one-world church and a one-
world government of the anti-Christ and the false prophet!” – “The dragon is ready to bring them forth; events will push them to
the top!” – “He has come unto them as the serpent does its prey; he has coiled around them slowly and has arisen as the
head and will strike with the death mark and destroy all those who do not give allegiance to his system!”

PROPHECY FORETOLD of the pestilence conditions, the pollution and poisons on every side! “Many scriptures spoke about
the coming of chemical warfare. But beyond this threat is the most fearful of all the Bible predicted – the Atomic! The nuclear
menace is the most fearful of all because man now possesses the means of destroying the entire population of the earth!” (Matt.
24:21) – In verse 22 Jesus said, “unless He intervened there would be no flesh saved at all!” End quote. – Next month we will
continue this important series in Part 3.

This month we have a very important book, “The Tare and the Real Wheat – The Separating Hour” as well as a fascinating
DVD called “Prophetic Mysteries and Facts.” – We have two very important projects coming up. – Sending as much material to
our foreign partners for their upcoming series of camp meetings this summer. Our representative will be with them. They are most
appreciative. Another most important project is to finish our new web site facility for Brother Frisby’s sermons to be audibly heard
on the internet and for this important message to reach as many souls as possible. Your faithful help, as always, will be seen by the
Lord at this very important hour. I know Jesus will bless each and every one of you. May He guide you with His wisdom in all
things you do.

Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s or Cassettes, $15.00 donation: New DVD release: “Prophetic Mysteries and Facts”
“Urgency Time”       Also available: “Deception and Deception”
“World in Crises”        ($20.00 donation each)
“The Midnight Cry and the 7 Thunders”
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